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emiconductors are di t ingu ished among a l l  materia ls by having a non-vani shing energy 
band gap . They are often used in industry in the form of al loys or heterostructures in order to 
tailor energy gaps suitable for the desired appl icat ions. In general, semiconductor material s  have 
broad appl ication in indu try, ranging from micro-electronic devices, to l ight emitters and 
detectors to laser and solar cel ls .  In the last two decades, particu lar attention has been given to 
the II-VI semiconductor heterostructures because of their suitabi l ity as photoelectronic devices 
co ering from the infra-red to the ultra-violet spectral ranges. The scope of this thesis belongs to 
the field of band gap engineering and deals with an invest igation of the main parameters directly 
affecti ng the electronic band structures and optical properties of the strained CdTe/ZnTe(OO l )  
superlattices (SLs) .  As many other common-anion heterostructures, the valence-band offset 
(VBO) is a lso fi nitely smal l for these SLs .  This fact makes both the biaxial strain and the spin­
orbit coupl ing important parameters in  control l i ng the SL character because they affect the level 
splitt ing of the valence-band top states. For this reason, we have used in our computation the 
Sp3S* tight-binding method with inclusion of strain and spin-orbit effects. We have calculated the 
band structures, densities of states, and oscil lator strengths versus SL layer thicknesses, biaxial 
strain state, and VBO. Our resu lts show that the electron is  always localized within CdTe slabs 
whereas the hole behavior controls the SL character. Our results are further compared to 
photoluminescence experiments and shown to be consi stent with the strain morphology and 
structural and optical properties of the experimental samples. 
xii 
Preface 
The band offsets at emiconductor heterojunctions play an essential role in the electrical 
and optical propert ies of the heterostructure . Understanding the mechanisms and factors 
control l ing the band offsets is a formidable task in tailoring properties suitable for technological 
applicat ions To ard this goal, in chapter 1 ,  we first give definitions of various types of 
heterojunctions and show their applications in superlattices and multiple-quantum wells .  In the 
same chapter, we ha e introduced the model-sol id approach (MSA) as being the simplest 
technique to be used in: ( i) pred icting the atomic structures especial ly  in the case of strained 
_ uperlattice by making use of the macroscopic theory of elastisity� ( i i )  est imating the band 
offsets; and ( i i i )  roughly pred icting the character of the heterojunction. We have used the MSA 
to estimate both the valence-band offset ( VBO) and the conduction-band offset (CBO) at  the 
strained CdTe/ZnTe (00 1 )  heterojuntions. In this approach, both strain and spin-orbit effects 
ha e been convoluted in evaluating the VBO and CBO for three strain states corresponding to a 
pseudomorphic growth with a substrate : ( i )  CdTe; (ii ) ZnTe; (ii i) free-standing growth. As a 
matter of fact, the MSA does give a reliable prel iminary prediction of the character (or the type) 
of the superlattice. 
In chapter 2, we discuss the tight-binding (TB) technique and its historical development . 
The TB method first started by the S later-Koster scheme ( 1 954) with a basi s set of Sp3 orbitals 
which i s  of interest in the electronic structures of semiconductors. The fi srt subsequent 
development was due to Vogi and coworkers( 1 983 ), who incorporated the excited s* orbital into 
the basi s set . This Sp3S*  model gave better description of band dispersions and, indeed, yielded 
energy gap, carrier effective masses, and deform?tion potentials in good agreement with 
experi mental data. Furthermore, specifical ly  in the case of most of the II-VI compound 
semiconductors, the spin-orbit interaction is crucial ly  important. The original idea of spin-orbit 
inclusion, due to James Chadi ( 1 977), has been explored and i ncorporated into the Sp3S* tight-
xiii 
binding Hamiltonian by anke and coworkers ( 1982) Last but not least, the strain has al so been 
succe ful ly  incorporated into the latter TB Hamiltonian scheme in various ways and we have 
preferred to discus its detai ls in chapter 3 ,  where it was used to produce the main results of this 
thesis .  
In chapter 3, we first de cribe the computational l y  cha l lenging problem of how to 
incorporate the biaxial train into pJs*  tight-bind ing Hami ltonian. In this thesis, the strain has 
been considered as a perturbation and posteriorly added to the tight-binding Hami ltonian of the 
uperlattice. In fact, this idea was original ly suggested by Bertho and coworkers( 1 994). We 
mention here that the biaxial strain plays an important role in the spl itting of the the valence­
band top states. This strain-induced spl itting becomes even more pronouced in the case of a 
heterojunction of vani shing YBO such as the case of the common-anion I I -VI superlattices. 
S imi lar spl itt ing effect i s  a lso played by spin-orbit interact ion. Therefore to study the CdTe/ZnTe 
(00 1 )  superlattices (SLs) using TB method, it becomes necessary to include both spin-orbit 
interaction and strain effects. We have calcu lated the band structures, densities of states, and 
osci l lator strengths for these SLs and studied the effects of biaxial strain state, SL layer 
thicknesses, and YBO Concerning the biaxial strain state we have considered three differently  
strained SLs with respect ive substrates: ( i )  CdTe ; ( i i )  ZnTe ; and ( i i i )  free-standing SL .  
In the latter SL,  the strain i s  homogeneously d i stributed between the two SL constituents 
and it does represent the l im it ing case where the SL is relaxed after the occurrence of misfit 
dislocation. Moreover, a particular attention, in our invest igation, has been paid to the free­
standing SL because of its important application in interpreting the photoluminescence (PL) 
experiments. Regarding the effect of the SL layer thicknesses, we have studied the variation of 
Eg of (CdTe)n(ZnTe)n (00 1 )  SLs versus n under various strain states. We have shown that n 
controls only the degree of confinement.The last parameter is the VBO. We have shown that its 
variation drastical ly  affects the SL character. Particu larly, for the free-standing SL, we have 
shown the exi stence of a critical YBO of about 40 meV, corresponding to the type-I to type-I I  
XlV 
tran ition Final l , taking BO a a free parameter, we ha e model led some a ai lable PL data 
and hO'v\n that our theoretical re ult are consistent \\ ith the experi mental predictions regarding 
the train morphology, tructural and optical qual ities of the experimental samples. Thus our 
mve tigat ion may be u eful in predict ing the occurrence of mi sfit-dislocations in the 
experi mental! y grown L 
CHAPTER I 
Model-Solid Approch 
For Band Offsets 
2 
1.1 Introduction : 
emiconductor heterojunction and uperlattices have, recent ly shown tremendous 
potential for electronic device appl ication because of their flexib i l ity in tailoring the electronic 
band tructure This can be obtained by the variation of the thickness of the layers and the state 
of strain The main method used for designing the strained-heterojunction band offset is to 
accommodate the superlattice in-plane constant to the substrate material's latt ice constant. Since 
the band offset are important parameters for governing the transport properties at semiconductor 
heterojunct ion , their theoretical pred ictions is crucia l ly  important in designing and optimizing 
new devices [l] . The improvement of novel growth techniques have made it possible to produce 
high-qual it epitaxial interfaces, not only between lattice-matched semiconductors, but even 
between highly lattice-mismatched materia l s  (of up to 7% mismatch). 
It is important to study the discontinuities in valence and conduction bands at 
semiconductor interfaces in order to analyze the properties of any heterojunction. Numerous 
approaches have been fol lowed to determine the band offsets at the semiconductor interface. 
Rel iable calculations of special ly  the VBO are based on the local-density functional (LDF) 
theory using the ab in itio pseudopotentia ls [2]. These state-of-the art techniques are extremely 
successful in the description of the ground state. Thus, they are widely used for particul arly the 
lattice matched interfaces, but due to the computional complexity, such as in the case of strained­
l ayer interfaces, these methods have been l imited by the system sizes. 
An alternative , which has been developed to deal with both l attice-matched and strained l ayers 
interface without the need for heavy calculations, i s  the so-cal led "Model -Solid Approach" 
(MSA) which mainly rel ies on the macroscopic theory of e lasticity, and is described in some 
detai l s  herebelow in this chapter. 
3 
1.2 Band Offset Problem: 
The valence-band offset ( YBO) and conduction-band offset (CBO) are respectively 
defined as the difference between the valence band edges and conduction-band edges of the two 




Figure 1.1: Spatia! variation, along the growth direction, of the energy-band edges 
for a) homojunction b) heterojuction [3 ] 
Figure 1 . 1 (a) i l lustrates the case of homojunction which i s  an interface between one 
semiconductor but differently doped from one side to the other ( l ike a PN-junction). The energy 
gaps on both sides are a lmost the same and the bands are smoothly matched through the 
depletion zone with an effect of band bending. Here YBO=CBO=i1 V, where � V is  just the 
electostatic potential l ineup due to the charge carrier distribution at the interface as a 
consequence of Fermi level alignment, across the junction. 
Figure 1 . 1  (b) i l lustrates the case of a heterojunction, which consi sts of an interface 
between two different semiconductors� of course with two different energy band gaps. In this 
4 
case the valence and conduction bands are matched from one side to the other through a complex 
mec hanism which is composed of ( 1 )  interface specific effects which include the interface 
atomic relaxation, (2) charge carrier distribution. These make the band bending not smooth but 
rather rough. The VBO= Ev(B) - Ev(A) between the two VB edges and CBO = Ec(B) - Ec(A) 
between the two CB edges. 
Many theoretical approaches have been proposed to calculate the band offsets, most of 
them avoid the calcu lation of the local density of states and use directly the integrated density of 
states of the two materials .  In  terms of the integrated density of states the band offset is 
determined by a rigid shift of the two bulk band structures, and the problem of band l ine up is 
thus to determine such shift (for instance using the density-functional theory) . 
Many model theories assume that the VBO is determined only by the bulk properties and, 
hence, neglecting the interface specific effects as well as assuming the vacuum level to be an 
energy reference for each materia l .  
So  if we consider Evac as a reference energy level then the position of valence-band max.imum 
relative to the vacuum level Evac is : 
�. = Ev - E.,·ac 
If  we have the heterojunction AlB , we must l ine up both the reference leve ls  of the two 
semiconductors : 
Lllivac = Evac (B) - Evac (A) = 0 
So the valence-band offsets VBO = E,xB) - �A) 
In this case, the semiconductors are not interacting and the interface detai l s  are not important . 
The effects of  i nteraction of two surfaces, when put into contact, and the role  of interface detail s  
are taken into account b y  some model theories. They start from the p icture o f  a n  absolute energy 
scale with a rigid alignment of the band structures, and then by model ing the rearrangement of 
the charge densities at the i nterface, they determine the additional potential shift, which is the 
potential l ine up V, due to the charge di stribution at the interface, which yields the final energ 
band d i  continu it ie 
5 
The energy-band d iscont inuity can be written as a sum of two different contribut ions: one i s  
olel dependent on the bulk propertie of the two materials forming the heterojunction; whereas 
the other depend on the actual structure of the interface and therefore is control led by the 
interface- pecific effects. This last contribution does require a super-cell calculation, such as the 
one used in the first-principle (ab-init io) technique. 
The VBO can be written as follows:-
Where E = E\(B )  - Ev(A) is the difference between the VB edges of both materials in their 
trained configrat ions and 11 V is the electrostatic potential line up 
Figure 1 .2 shows a profi le  of the band edges before and after the contact . It shows the VBO with 
both Llli, and 11 V. In the general case, V A :;tVB which means that Fermi level s are different 
between material s A and B; and this results in a creation of depletion zone with t1 V:t:. 0 . 
E,,(A) VEO 
Eu(A) 
.IE'(B) L\V 1 E.(B) 
Figure 1 .2 :  YBO versus electrostat ic potentiai i ineup, 11 V. t1Ev [3 ] 
6 
A ment ioned abo e ,  orne model theories take the interface detai ls  into account . One among 
the e theories is the self-consi stent pseudopotential calculations which give an accurate 
de cript ion of the electronic charge di stribution at the interface and has proven its superiority to 
predict the ground state properties . The scope of this thesis, however, will focus on model-sol id 
approach (M ) and on the tight binding (TB) method . The former wi l l  be described in the 
fol lowing ect ions of thi chapter, whereas the later will be the subject of the next chapter 
1.3 Semiconductor Heterostructures: 
emiconductor heterostructures are layers of two ( or more) semiconductor materials, of 
d ifferent band gap energies, grown with one common crystal structure. 
The are classi fied as fol lows: 
1 .3. 1 Heterojunction, quantum wells, and s upperlattices:  
The semiconductors heterostructure includes many systems such as s imple 
heterostructure (l ike thin fi lms), double heterojunction ( l ike: quantum wel ls) and repeated 
heterojunction (such as: mult iple quantum wel l s  and superlattices)[3 ,4]. Semiconductor 
heterostructures are largely used in optical and microelectronic devices based on band gap 
engineering. The combination of control led variations in composition, strain, and the thicknesses 
of deposited layers provide the possib i l ity of tuning the electronic and optical properties, which 
give to the heterostructures a great flexib i l ity and make them suitable for device design. 
In heterojunction systems, the valence and conduction band edges are d iscontinuous 
because of the d ifference in the two forbidden gaps and the levels of the band edges. For 
different systems of heterostructures, we have different interfaces at the junction in terms of the 
interface morphology and, therefore, the bandoffsets. 
7 
- r n the ca e of double heterojuction, the band discont inuities may give rise to a square-shape 
potential barrier for the charge carriers This is the so-called "Single Quantum Well" (SQW), 
""here one ha thick barriers, and the carrier's wave functions are very localized within the 
well and with tai l s  in the adjacent barrier layers . 
- Mu lt ilayers tructure uch as multiple quantum wel l s  (MQW) and superlattices (S Ls) are 
formed by repeated heterojunction have d ifferent characterist ics according to the length scale 
on which they are realized (Figure 1 .3) . If the wave functions overlap from wel l  to wel l ,  the 
quantum tructure i cal led a superlatt ice. On the other hand, if the wave functions are not 
interacting (not overlapping), the heterostructure is named MQW. 
I ... ···· ... 
.J---- .. �. .!.a ..... 
. .... 
.' . . . 
.... _--
( a )  ( b )  
, 
� .. 
Figure 1 .3: Spatial variat ion, along the growth direction, of the energy-band 
edges for a) MQW b) S L  [3 J  
The most important parameters, which determine the atomic structure of heterojuct ion, are the 
lattice constants of the two different semiconductors and based on these one can classify the 
semiconductor junction as either a lattice-matched or a lattice-mismatched heterojunction. In the 
lattice matched case, the substrate and the overlayer materia ls  have the same crystal structure, 
and the material s grow with no lattice distortions with change happening only in the atomic 
species fil l ing the nodes of crystal lattice. In the other case (latt ice mismatched) with a given 
substrate, the grown overlayer modifies its structure to adjust itself to the substrate; resulting in a 
strained configurat ion. 
8 
For p eudomorphic growth, the in-plane lattice constant is accommodated to the one of the 
sub trate. The inter-plane constant, however, is  either expanded in the case where the 0 erlayer' s 
lattice con tant being greater than that of the substrate (as shown in figure 1 .4 , or compressed in 
the ca e \"here the overlayer's constant being less than that of the substrate. From theoretical 
point of view, the structure can be either roughly predicted using the model-solid theory 
approach or rigorously calculated using ab-intio methods, where the resu lts include the interface 
relaxat ion and does have a precision within the experimental errors.[3] 
a · :.J... 
Figure 1 .4:  Interface formation between lattice-matched semiconductors [ 3 ] .  
1.3.2 Types of Heterojunctions: 
It is useful to classify the semiconductors according to their band structure characteristics 
[ 3 , 5 ] .  The relative positions of the energy bands at the interface between two semiconductors can 





type I staggered 
E. E. 
A B A B 
A B A B 
Figure 1.5: Energy-band di scontinu it ies at different types of heterojunction interfaces [ 3 ] .  
i) Type-I: semiconductor A has its band edges between those of semiconductor B .  
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i i) Type-I I  staggered: semiconductor A has both band edges either higher or lower, in 
energy, than semiconductor B . 
i i i) Type- II misal igned: semiconductor A has an energy gap either fully higher or fully lower 
than that of semiconductor B . 
iv) Type-I I I : semiconductor A has a vanishing energy gap (being a semi metal) and 
coincides with the energy gap of semiconductor B .  ( In this situat ion, we recall the case 
of HgTe/CdTe heterojunction, which is of importance in infra-red detection). 
The alignment of the energy bands m ay depend on both intrinsic and extrinsic factors; l ike the 
bulk lattice constants (which means strain), band gaps, chemical i mpurities, structural defects. 
It i s  essential to know which factors are important and by how much, for instance, the band 
offsets can they be predicted using only the different bulk properties of the two materials? Or are 
they a lso be control led by the interface specific effects? 
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As answers to these quest Ion , by now, it has been well establ i shed that for the case of lattice-
matched heterojunction, the band offsets are very much dependent on the bu lk properties of the 
two constituent . Particularly the valence band offset (VBO) has been proven to fulfil l  the 




VBO .... ./B 






Figure 1.6: Schemat ization of three main questions concerning the band offset problem [3 ]  
: (a) Commutativity, (b) Transitivity, and (c) role of the interface orientation and abruptness. 
a) Commutativity rule : VB o AlB = - VBOAIB 
If material B i s  grown on material A., the VBO remains invariant as in the case of when 
material A is grown on material B. The minus sign is just due to the convention that: 
VBO= Ev(overlayer) - Ev (substrate) . 
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b) Transit ivity ru le : VBOAIB= VBOA/c+ VBOCB 
The VBO between the valence band edges of A and B is found to be equal to the sum of 
VB 0" c and VBO 'B . Thi IS very important rule which precists its val id i ty mainly in the 
ca e of lattice-matched heterostructures. 
c )  Independence of VBO on the interface orientation and abruptness 
It has been proven [ 3 ]  that in the case of lattice-matched heterostructures the VBO is 
independent on the interface specific effect such as growth orientation and interface 
abnlptnes ( i . e  interatomic d iffusion at the interface) 
1.4 Model-Solid Approach: 
The model-sol id theory i s  an extension of the macroscopic theory of elasticity and assumes 
the val id ity  of two main aspects : 
1) The generation of an accurate band structure. 
2) The alignment of the band structures is referred to an "absolute energy scale". 
• The first aspect is accompl i shed by performing density-functional calculat ions on 
individual bulk semiconductors, described by ab initio pseudopotential s .  
• For the second property, the absolute energy scale can be establ i shed when the energies 
in the bulk semiconductors can be referred to the "vacuum level". This allows us to 
derive band l ineups by s imply substracting values from absolute energy 'scale. For many 
semiconductors the model-solid approach gives us the information about the position of 
the average valence band on the absolute energy scale Ev.av (at r - point ). It also gives us  
the variation of  th i s  energy when strain i s  present in  the system [36 ] .  
1.5 Atomic tructure of the interface in presence of train: 
From a computational point of view, several assumptions are considered, for instance: 
Al l  interfaces are as umed to be ideal ( i . e: the growth i s  assumed to be pseudomorphic) 
Other a umptions are included in the strategy below: 
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Of course, �t i ob iou that the imprefect ions can influence the values of the band l ine ups in 
man wa 
The steps to obtain values for band l ineups are as fol lows: [36] 
1) An appropriate strain must be included in  each of the materials to construct a 
p eudomorphic interface ( this strains can be determined by minimizing the macroscopic 
elastic energy) 
2) A perfect pseudomorphic (dislocation-free) interface is considered. 
3) Practical growth for the over-layers should not exceed a certain critical thickness after 
which the appearance of misfit d islocations occurs. 
4 )  For a system in which hI & h2 are the respective !hicknesses of unstrained layers of 
semiconductors ( 1 )  & (2), one may write the fol lowing relations [ 36]: 
a 
.= alGlhl + a2G2h2 
Glhl + G2h2 
all E'II=--1 a, 
a,l. 
E1.=--l , a, 
where a II : is the parallel l attice constant of the whole SL .  
ail: i s  the perpendicular l attice constant of  material (i) . 
Gi : is the shear modulus of material ( i ) .  
(1.1 ) 
(1.2) 
( 1. 3 ) 
( 1 .4) 
The constant Di depends on the elastic constants CI t and Cl2 of the respective materia ls and on the 
interface orientation, for instance in the case of a growth in the direction (00 1 ), one has: 
ell DOOI = 2-
Gil 
The e value of Do01 are tabu lated for various materials in reference [36] . These in addition to 
other parameters are summarized in table 1 . 1  
l � .'





the model sol id approach as explained in the text 
a(AO) DOOI GOOI �o(eV) E,,',av(eV) Ec (eV) 
6.48 1 402 0 . 807 0.93 -7 .07 -5 . 1 7  
6.08 1 . 1 42 1 .3 1  I 0 9 1 -7 . 1 7  -4 .48 
Example (1.1): (Interface structure) 
a c (e ) b (eV) 
-3.96 - 1. 20 
-5 . 83 - 1. 26 
Here, we wil l  i l lustrate the procedure for calculating the structure of the ZnTe/CdTe (00 1 ) 
interface as useful example in this thesis .  
We consider that CdTe is the substrate and that ZnTe is the over-layer. So the in-plane lattice 
constant is ad = acdTe, and one obtains: 
a = acdTe = 6 .48  A 
For the overlayer (ZnTe) one gets: 
= 6.48 - 1 = 0.06579 
6.08 
= 6.08 ( 1 - 1 . 1 42 * 0.06579 ) 
= 5 .623  AD 
5 .623 
= --- 1 = -0.075 1 
6.08 
The relative change in the volume of unit cel l of material (2) i s  
l� 
= 2(0 .06579) - 0.075 1 
= 0.05648 
This means that there i a volumic expansion in the overlayer. This obtained values of 11[:, will , 
be u eful in determination of the shift of the conduction band edges under the effect of strain and 
thi wil l  be the subject of the next section. 
1.6 Strai n  Splitting and deformation potential: 
In this section we will d iscuss the semiconductors that have zinc-b lende structure, whose 
band structure includes three degenerate top- valence bands at r - point ( in neglect of spin 
degeneracy, these bands are spl itted under the effect of strain and/or spin-orbit interactions) 
The top valence bands are labeled by Evl, � and Ev) 
E"I: stands for the l ight hole (LH) band. 
&'1: stands for the heavy hole (HH) band . 
Ev): stands for the spl it-off ( SO) band. 
In  the case of strain along the growth direction (001), the energy shifts are calcu lated using the 
model-sol id approach as explained in reference [36] as follows : 
1 1 
11 Ev2= -110- - 5£001 (l.5) . 
3 2 
1 1 1 2 9 2 112 
11 Ev 1= - -110+ -5 £001+ -[110 +110 5 £00\+ -(5 £001) ] (l.6) 
, 6 4 2 4 
where 5 £001 = 2 beE u. - Exx) i s  the strain energy; b i s  the shear deformation potential, and 110 is 
the spin-orbit coupl ing energy. 
Here we have two cases : 
( a)- If the train = 0 
( only spin orbit effect l ike the situation in the substrate material) 
6" EOOI = 0 ,  0 substituting in equations 1 . 5, 1 . 6 and 1 . 7, one obtains' 
1 






E\".3 = - -6 
1 1 +-.1=-2 0 
3 
0 
o =-�.1 2 0 3 0 
(b)- If the spin orbit i s  absent (.10= 0) 
(only train effect i s  present) one obtains: 
.1 E"I = 
1 - 5 Eool+ 
4 




1 "45 EOOi- 3 - 5 Eo01= 
4 
1 - - 5 Eool 
2 
LH or HII 
/' 
----.....,: ...• �- . - . -._. _.-.-._. 
"" . . so+( 11I-fI Lli 
3 - 8 EoOl 2 
In  real l i fe, if  strain = 0 then the edge of the valence band consists of both LH & fill 
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If strain *' 0 either fill or LH should consist the valence band edge depending on whether the 
strain i s  tensi l e  or compressive respectively . Therefore, it seems that the split off state is for sure 
always the lowest leve l .  
In the fol lowing examples, we wi l l  calcu late VBO & CBO for the strained CdTe/ZnTe(OO l )  
heterojunction strained to various substrates, using the model-sol id approach (MSA). N amely, 
example ( l .2) considers CdTe as a substrate ; whereas example ( 1 . 3 )  considers ZnTe as a 
substrate . 
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Example (1.2) : CdTe as a substrate. 
on ider the trained CdTel ZnTe (00 1 )  superlattice, where CdTe is a substrate (or a buffer) . For 




Overlayer: ZnTe -+ { 
(under compressIve 
strain ) 
ubstrate: CcITe -+ { 









Pseudo-morphic growth of 
ZnTe on CdTe substrate 
The ZnTe overlayer i s  under compressive distortion (strained) 
The structural data corresponding to this case can be found in the Example ( 1 . 1 ) . So, herebelow, 
we just calcul ate the energy levels as wel l as YBO and CBO values. 
i) CBO Calculation: 
In this calculat ion, the spin-orbit coupl ing is irrelevant but only strain has an effect on the shift of 
the CB edges. It i s  worth noting that we use the same data calculated by Van de Wal le in 
reference[36] and are summarized in table 1 . 1 .  For the substrate which i s  un strained the Ee 
remains invariant at its bulk value given by (Table 1 . 1 )  as 
Ec(CdTe) = -5 . 1 7  eV 
Using the CB deformation potential Qc of ZnTe, one can calculate the value of Ee ofZnTe under 
the compressive strain of the SL and get: 
Ec(ZnTe) = E: + Ec 
£1 = E + � . -' C ""C £1, 
= - 4 48 5 .83 (0 05648) = - 4 . 8 1  eV 
From the e alue , one can deduce the alue of C80' 
CBO = EJ ZnTe) - E.:(CdTe) 
= - 4 8093 + 5 17 
= + 0 3 6 1  eV 
which shows that the CB edge ofZnTe is  higher in energy than that ofCdTe 
///// ///// // ///////// // Vacuwn = 0 
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ... Growth direction 
,--_______ - �.81 eV = EcCE) 
Ec(A) = -5.17 cV 
CdTe ZnTe 
ii)VBO Calculation: 
For the substrate (CdTe) only spin-orbit would have some effect because it i s  unstrained. So 
using the MSA one can calculate the energy split of the VB top states of CdTe as fol lows: 
1 1 
11 E\' 1 = 11 Ev.2 = - /1,,= - (0.93)  = 0 .3 1 eV . 3 3 
2 2 
11 & 3= - -110= - - (0 .93) = -0.62 eV . 
3 3 
From these one calculates the levels : 










. --_ SO state 
= -6.76 eV ( The edge of VB for the substrate) 
Therefore the LH and ID-I consist the VB edge of the substrate with an energy equals to: 
E.,(substrate) = -6.76 eV 
17 
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For the overlayer (ZnTe) both the spin orbit interaction and the strain effects are 
important and in the MSA both are convoluted and the calculation of the energy parameters are 
a fo l low 
First the strain energ of the overlayer (ZnTe) is· 
=2 ( - 1 26)( ELL- E \ ) 
- 2 (-I 26)( -0.075 1 - 0 06579 ) 
= + 0 35 5 eV 
Then we calculate the VB level-split energies : 
1 1 
E,.,= - 0- -
2 
0 EO l 
.- 3 
1 1 
= - (09 1 )- - (0. 3 5 5 )  = + 0. 1 26 eV 
3 2 
So we start calculating the quantity: 
Then we calculate: 
1 1 1 t::. Ev.l=  - - (0.9 1 )+ - (0 .3 55)+ - ( 1 . 1 98)  
6 4 2 
= +0.536  eV ( the highest value ) 
and the last shift: 
= -0.662 eV 
'ow, one can obtain the values of  the energy levels of VB top states as 
E, 1 =  EV•dV + E�. I - -7 1 7  + 0. 536  = -6 634 eV 
2- E,.a, + E,.2 - -7 1 7  + 0. 1 26 = -7 .044 eV 
EvJ= E,.J' + E,.3  = -7 . 1 7  - 0 662 = -7 . 832  eV 
I t  i clear th�t L H  (&, 1 ) consists the VB edge of the overla er(ZnTe) . So, one can obtain : 
= -6 634 + 6 76 
= 0 1 26 eV 
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Final l , one make the conclusion that in using the MSA, if the CdTe i s  taken as a substrate, the 
heterojunct ion i s  expected to be of type I I  as i l lustrated below' 
CBO= 0. 36 eV 
Type II 
VBO= 0. 1 26 eV 
CdTe ZnTe ( strained) 
Figure 1.8: Profi le of band edges ofCdTe/ZnTe SL when CdTe is a substrate. 
E xample ( 1 .3)  ZnTe as a substrate: 
The schematic view of the ZnTe/CdTe(OO l )  superlattice as strained to ZnTe substrate (or 
buffer) is shown in figure l . 9 below. 
CdTe � 
( under tensile 
strain ) 
{ 
ZnTe � { 
( fcc structure ) 
Figure 1 .9 
Pseudo-morphic growth of 
CdTe on ZnTe substrate 
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I n  this case, the ZnTe con i t the ub trate and is  unstrained (has a cubic fcc structure) Whereas 
the dTe i under tensi le strain (has a tetragonal strained structure) .  
First, we recal l  that the lattice mismatch I S · 
\ a t - a2 \ 
( a l + az ) 
2 
0 .4 0 = -- =  6 .4 % 
6.23 
and here below, we show the calculation of the structural parameters following the MSA: 
The in-plane latt ice constant of the L is . 
a = a (ZnTe) = 6 08 Ao 
and the overlayer (CdTe) would have the fol lowing data 
C2 = � - 1 = 6. 08 - 1 = -0 06 1 73 a�  6 .48  
= 6 .48  [ 1 - 1 . 1 42 * (-0 06 1 73 ) ] 
= +7 .0408 AO 
C2.1 = 
a �  _ _ 1 = 7 .0408 - 1 = +0 08654 
az 6 .48 
So the relat ive change in  volume of unit ce l l  of CdTc is :  
= 2 (-0.06 1 73 )  + 0 .086543 
= -0.03 7 
Of course, € (ZnTe) = 6 and €(CdTe) = � l = -0.037 
i) CBO Calculation: 
Here, we recall once more that only the strain effect is relevant for the overlayer (CdTe). One 
gets :  
Ec(ZnTe) = E :  = - 4 .48  eV 
Ec( dTe) = E' + L\,Q, c Clc n , 
= -5 . 1 7  - (3 96) (-0 0369 ] 7) 
= - 5 023 8  eV 
Therefore one obtain the CBO value : 
CBO = Ec(CdTe) - Ec(ZnTe) 
= -5 023 8  + 4 . 48 
= - 0 543 8 ] e 
--t -t eV 
ZnTe 
CBO = 0. 544 eV 
CdTe 
The CB edge of CdTe is lower in energy than that of ZnTe 
ii) VBO Calculation: 
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- 5.02 eV 
The VB states of the unstrained substrate (ZnTe) exhibit only spin-orbit interaction effect : 
1 1 L\ E, 2 = - L\o= - (0.9 1 )  = 0 .303 eV . 
3 3 
1 1 
!Y. E,, } = - !Y.o= - (0 .9 1 )  = 0 .303 eV , 
3 3 
2 2 
!Y. Ed = - - 110= - - (0. 9 1  ) = -0.606 e V , 
3 3 
So the VB top states of the substrate (ZnTe) are: 
Ev, } = &',2 = Ev.av + !Y. &', 1 .2 = -7 . 1 7  + 0. 303 
= -6. 867 eV ( The edge of VB for the substrate) 
&',3 = &.,av + 11 Ev,3 = -7 . 1 7  - 0 .606 = - 7 .77  e V 
---- LH. H H  ( -6.867 ) 
•• 1'
0" 
>', ---- SO state ( -7.776 ) 
It is c lear that the I-frI and LH consist the VB edge of the substrate with energy 
Ev(substrate )=-6. 867 e V. 
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Now, regarding The VB edge tates of the over-layer (CdTe) , both the spin-orbit interaction and 
the train effects should be con idered as fol lows 
The strain energy of the overlayer i s: 
5 EOOl = 2 b(£a - E�.) 
= 2 (- 1 . 2 )( £2 .1 - £2 ) 
- 2 (- 1 . 2 )( 0.086543 + 0 .06 1 73 ) 
= -0 3 5 58 eV 
From these values one obtain the position of the VB top states for the CdTe overlayer as: 
£., , 1= Ey.a\, + L1 £"'. 1=  -7 .07 + 0 .2085 = -6 86 1 5  eV 
E\.2= Eu\' + L1 E\ .2= -7 .07 + 0 .4875 = -6. 583  eV (top VB state) 
£".3= E\.3V + L1 £"'.3= -7 .07 - 0. 6964 = -7 . 7664 eV 
Hence, it i s  clear that the HH consists the VB edge of the overlayer (CdTe) . Thus the YEO 
value i s ' 
VBO = Ev(CdTe) - E.,,(ZnTe) 
= -6. 583  + 6 . 867 
= 0 . 284 eV 
As a final conclusion, if the ZnTe is  the substrate, the heterojunction i s  expected to be of type I 
as shown in  the figure below: 
CBO= -0.5.+4 eV 
Type I 
VBO= 0.284 eV 
ZnTe ( Cubic ) CdTe (Strained) 
Figure 1.10: Profi le of band edges of CdTe/ZnTe SL when ZnTe is a substrate. 
In this heterojunction, the SL's  valence band edge is expected to be characterized by the HH 
band of CdTe. 
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Final ly  we summanze our resu lts of band offsets calcu lations using the rSA versus the strain 
configuration control led by the variation of the substrate composition We considered three cases 
of uperlattices strained to the fol lowing substrates: ( i)CdTe, (ii) and Cdo sZn 0.5 Te and ( i i i )ZnTe. 
The re ults are in  table 1 .2 below: 
Table- 1 .2 Band offsets versus the stra in configuration 
� CdTe Cdo.sZn 0 5 Te ZnTe Band offset 
VBO 0. 1 26 -0.09 1 -0 284 
CBO 0.3 6 1  0 .452 0 544 
CHAPTER II 
The Tight-binding Method For the 
Electronic Structure Calculation 
24 
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2. 1 Introduction 
The tight binding method has been used since its inception in 1 954 by Slater and Koster 
[ 1 7 ] and has been successful ly  appl ied to various electronic systems ranging from disordered 
oxides, to semiconductor al loys, to misoscopic systems such as quantum dots, wires. and 
superlattices Its biggest advantage is  that it uses a smal l basis set so that it paves the way for the 
inve tigation of large systems whi le  it incorporates the point group symmetry into account. In the 
case of semiconductors, the basis set Sp3 has been extended by adding the excited s* orbital by 
ogl et al . ( l 983 )  [28] . This new Sp
3S*  basis set was necessary in order to get band dispersions in 
good agreement with those obtained via the state-of-art methods such as ab-initio 
pseudopotentiaJ technique. In fact, the Sp3S* models yield not only good band di spersions but 
also the energy gaps, carrier effective masses, and deformation potential s in good agreement 
with experimental data. 
Furthermore, the spin-orbit interaction was incorporated in the Sp3S*  scheme [30] . This 
was necessary especial l y  in the case of heterojunctions of smal l valence-band offsets, such as the 
case of common-anion heterojunction, because the spin-orbit effect control the level spl itting of 
the top VB states. The spin-orbit coupl ing has also its importance in semiconductor of small  or 
vanishing bandgap for the same reason previously mentioned. The original work of spin-orbit 
incorporation to the Sp3S*  basis set was done by Sankey et al [ 30] who just implemented the idea 
of James C hadi [ 3 1 ]  
In  the present chapter, we gIve an overvIew on this development. Section 2 .2  gives a 
description of the SL atomic structures used in  our calculations as wel l as the Bri l louin zones of 
the FCC and tetragonal structures showing the high-symmetry points and l ines. Section 2 . 3 
describes the original Sp3 tight-binding method in the Slater-Koster scheme. Section 2 .4 
i l l ustrates a brief summary of the Sp3S*  tight-binding method. The last section gives a brief 
description of the Sp3S*  TB method with inclusion of spin-orbit interaction. At last, we would 
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l ike to mention that the incorporation of strain to the Sp3S* _  TB scheme is  included in chapter 3 
where a l l  the computational re ults of this insertion are discussed . 
2.2 Superlattice Atomic Structure:  
a )  Cubic Zinc Sulfide Structure: 
The d iamond tructure may be viewed as two FCC structures displaced from each other 
by one quarter of a body diagonal .  The cubic zinc sulfide (zinc blende) structure results when Z n  
atom are placed on one FCC lattice and S atoms on the other FCC lattice as shown in figure 
2 l ea) The conventional cell is a cube. The coordinates of the Zn atoms are (0 ° 0)' (0 a a ) . . " , , 2 ' 2 ' 
( � ,0, � ), ( � , �  ,0), where a i s  the lattice constant, the coordinates of the S atoms are: 
( a a a ). ( a 3a 3a ). ( 3a a 3a ) . ( 3a 3a a ) Th 1 . . FCC . h . 4 '  4 ' 4  ' 4 '  4" ' 4" '  4" '  4 '  4" '  4" ' 4" ' 4 '  e att lce IS  WIt a baSI S of two 
atoms ZnS .  There are four molecules of ZnS per conventional cel l .  About each atoms there are 
four equaily d istant atoms of the opposite kind arranged at the comers of a regular tetrahedron. 
The corresponding Bri l louin Zone (BZ) to the FCC structure is shown in figure 2. 1 (b) . This latter 
figure also shows the high symmerty points and lines. The zone center is at r and the 
coordinates of X i s  (2 n l  a )( 1 ,0,0), L is  (2 n l  a )( 1 /2, 1 /2, 1 12) , and K is (2 n l  a )(312,3/2,0). The 
irreducible wedge consists  1 /48-th of the BZ volume. The most relevant high-symmetry l ines 
along which usual ly the bands are calculated are: A = L r l ine, L\=r X l ine , and L = K r l ine. 
-------------:� /' I 
I 
� I 
�' I " I I 
I I 





I � � -- - I '"  
- - - - - - --." ,.." 
( a ) ( b )  
Figure 2.1:  (a) Crystal structure of cubic zinc blende, (b)  Bri l louin zone of the FCC lattice [6] 
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b) Superlatt ice Structure :  
Periodical ly  repeated supercel ls  suitably chosen are u ed to study differently oriented 
interfaces [ 3 ] .  For instance the (00 1 )  oriented heterojunction is described by a tetragonal 
supercell (see figure 2 . 2a), the longest side corresponding to the growth direction <00 1 >  (Z-axis) 
of the heterojunction. We emphasize that the x and y axes of the tetragonal cel l  of figure 2 .2a 
consist the orientations < 1 1 0> and < 1 1 0> in figure 2 . l a  (i . e: the (00 1 )  supercel l in-plane lattice 
constant A= a) I J2 where a) is the in-plane lattice constant of the substrate, and the first layer of 
atoms have coordinates of (0,0,0); ( a1 I J2 , a1 I J2 ,0); ( a1 ,0,0); ( ai ' I J2 , - a1 I J2 ,0) as I 
coordinated in figure 2 . l a  . The inter-plane lattice constants are calculated using either the 
macroscopic theory of elasticity or the Ab-in itio techniques . )  Figure 2 . 2a contains 1 2  atoms, i . e: 
three double l ayers of each of the two materials .  Many atoms shown are just mirrors to each 
others because of the periodic boundary conditions. 
The corresponding Bril louin zone to the tetragonal (superlattice) structure i s  shown in figure 
2 .2b .  This latter figure also shows the high-symmetry points and l ines. The irreducible wedge 
consists 1 1 1 6  of the BZ volume. The coordinates of some of the high-symmetry points are: 
X=(nlA,O,O); M=(nlA, nlA,O); R=(nlA, 0, nIC); Z=(O, 0, nlC) where C is the length of the 
supercell in the Z-direction. It is very common to draw the band structures along the symmetry 
l ines 6=r x l ine , Y=X M ,L = M r  l ine and 1\. =  L r  l ine. For direct-gap semiconductors, it 
might be enough to plot the bands along only two-symmerty l ines such as rx and rz. 
Al  Al Al 
( a ) ( b )  
Figure 2.2(a) Supercell used for (00 1 )  oriented heterojunction and corresponding basis vectors. 
The case of (GaAs)3(AI AS)3 is i l lustrated. (b )  The tetragonal Bri l louin zone showing the 
irreducible wedge. [3 ]  
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2.3 L inear Combi nation of Atomic O.·bitals ( LCAO) 
Ihis is one of the standard methods for solving a single-particle Schrodinger equation for 
the periodic potential problems in solids. This method \ as proposed by B loch, and has many 
attractive features. It gives solutions showing a l l  the correct symmetry properties of the energy 
bands and takes into account the point-group symmetry of the material . Moreover, the tight 
binding (IE)  method describes the states of the whole Bri l louin Zone which is necessary when 
states both near and far from the zone center must be considered at the same time, such as the 
case of an indirect band gap materials . 
Description of TB Method: 
We consider that we have two neutral separated atoms, each with one electron in the ground 
state. The wave functions ¢A ,¢B on the separated atoms are shown in figure (2 . 3 . a) [6] 
(a) 
• • 
(bJ (c)  
Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic drawing of wave fu nctions of electrons on two hydrogen atoms at large 
separation. (b) Ground state wavefuction at closer separation. (c) Excited state wavefunction. [6] 
As the atoms are brought closer together and their wave functions overlap, the Coulomb 
i nteraction between atomic  cores and the electrons splits the energy levels and spread them into a 
band of energies as an effect of interatomic bonding. B ands may coincide in  energy at certain 
values of wave number(k) in the Bri l louin zone . As the atoms are brought together, the 
description of the hybrid states shoull': be obtainable by correcting the free-atom states. In  
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particular, we write a wave function for the system as a l i near combination of atomic orbitals 
centered on the individual atoms. In  order to obtain an exact expansion of wave function, it 
would be necessary to include the expansion of those states which correspond to dissociated 
electrons [6-8] Suppose that the ground state wave function of an electron moving in a Coulomb 
potential U(r) of an i solated atom is <D(r) . We obtain an approximate wave function for one 
electron in the whole crystal by taking the l inear combination' [6,9- 1 2] 
) 
ow we consider a translation f connecting two lattice points : -
\jJk( f + f )  = N J 2 L e i kr, <D( f + f - fj ) 
) 
= e i f1 N -1 2 L e i k ( Ii - f )  <D( r + ( fj - T ) )  
i itT ( - ) = e \jJ\... r 
) 
(2 . 1 )  
(2 . 2) 
Therefore \jJk ( r ) obeys B loch 's theorem . To find the first order energy, we calculate the 
diagonal elements of the H amiltonian of the crysta l .  
< k I H I k > = N -1 L L e i k ( " - 7. ) < <Dml H I <Dj > 
) m 
where <Dm= <DmU - f� ) , let pm = r,. - fj so one may write: 
< k I H I k > = - ex - A L e - k Po = €. 
m 
Where: a = Eo the on-site energy and A is the overlap energy of interaction between two nearest 
neighbours. For instance, in a simple cubic (SC) structure the nearest-neighboring atoms are at 
the positions 
P. = (±a , 0, 0) ; (0 , ±a , 0) ; (0 , 0 , ±a) 
This yields a band dispersion: 
€; = - ex - 2A (coskxa + coskya + coskza) (2 . 3 )  
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Figure 2.4:  Tight-binding s bands in a simple-cubic structure with inclusion of nearest-neighbor 
overlaps. The onset represents the Bril louin zone of SC structure. a = Eo = 0 is taken as an 
energy reference [12]  
For a body-centered cubic (BCC) structure with 8 nearest neighbors, one obtains a band 
dispersion given by: 
1 1 1  
€i = - a - 8"- (cos - kxa + cos - kya + cos - kza) 
2 2 2 
(2 .4) 
For a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure with 1 2  nearest neighbors [6], one also gets: 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
€. = - a - 4"- (cos - kya cos - kza +cos - kza cos - kxa + cos - k.;a cos - kya) (2 . 5 )  
2 2 2 2 '  2 2 
Figure 2 . 5  shows the constant-energy surface of an FCC structure where E, = - a - 21"-1 for just a 
demonstration of band fi l l ing with a dispersion law of the form given previously by TB picture. 
Figure 2.5: A constant energy surface of an FCC crystal structure, in the nearest-neighbor tight­
binding approximation. [6] 
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2.4 Tight Binding model based on Sp3S* basis set: 
As a matter of fact, the Sp3 basis set is sufficient to give a full description of the Sp3_ 
hybridization which occurs in the bonding of semiconductor material s. However, in  order to 
improve the band di spersions which i nvolve a fit to experimental data of the energy gap (Eg), 
carrier effective masses (me mh) and deformation potentia ls ;  a new excited s* state has been 
added to the atomic basis set . Vogi and coworkers[28 ]  were among the first to introduce such a 
scheme which indeed improved the calculated band structures and optical properties of several 
semiconductor material s especial ly those of indirect bandgap. 
As regards this new spJs* description, the TB Hami ltonian is constructed in a basis of quasi-
atomic functions: [28] 
I n,b, k > = N -1 2 L exp (i k . R j + i k . r b) I n,b, R j > (2 .6) 
J 
The quantum numbers n runs over the s , px , py , pz and s* ,the N wave vectors k l ie within the 
first B ri l louin zone, b i s  either anion(a) or cation(c) atom at position r b .  
The Schrodinger equation, whose solutions are the B loch functions I k A. > ,  i s  given by : 
- -
( H  - E( k A.)) I k A. > = 0 
where A. i s  a band index, and equation (2 .7) can be expressed in  this basis :  
(2 .7) 
L {<n,b, k I H i m, h'  , k > - E ( k A.) bn,m ow } < m, b '  , k I k A. > = 0 (2 .8) 
m,b' 
The solutions are the B loch functions given by: 
I k A. > = L I n,b, k > < n,b, k I k A. > (2.9) 
n,b 
The Sp3S* tight binding Hami ltonian for the bulk fcc zinc-blende structure requires the inclusion 
of only 2 atoms and is given by 
H = (Ec UCDJ UDC E. (2. 1 0) 
Where each element i s  a 5 x 5 matrix 
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The matrices Ec and Ea are diagonaL and represent the on-site energies of cat ions and anions, 
whereas Uca and Uac involve the transfer matrix elements connect ing orbitals on neighboring 
sites 
The elements of these matrices are [29] :  
£(s, b) 0 0 0 0 
0 E( p, b) 0 0 0 
Eb ==  0 0 E(p, b) 0 0 
0 0 0 E(p, b ) 0 
0 0 0 0 E(s*, b) 
Where b = c or a 
V(s, s)go V(sa, pC)gl V (sa, pc)gz V(sa, pC)g3 0 
- V( c, pa)gl Vex, x)go v ex, y)g3 vex, y)gz - V (pa, s ·  c)g J  
Uac = - V(sc, pa)gz V(X, y)g3 V(X, X)go V (X, y)gJ - V(pa, S 'C)g2 
- V(SC, pa)g3 VeX, y)g2 vex, y)gl v ex, x)go - V (pa, s · c)p 
o V(s ·a, pc)gl V(s'a, pc)g2  V (s *a, pc)g3 0 
Where : 
Final remark about the Sp3S* scheme is  that for any given material, it requires the knowledge of 
13 parameters in order to yield rel iable band structure in neglect of spin-orbit interaction. The 
inclusion of this l atter wil l  be the subject of the next section. 
For the sake of i l lustration, we show the band structure of bulk GaAs due to the work by Vogi 
and coworkers[28] in figure 2 .6  using the TB parameters of table 2 . 1 [28] .  
Table-2. 1 Tight-binding parameters of Sp3S*  model for GaAs 
due to Vogi et al [28 ] 
TB Para meter 
E.,a 
Ep .• 
E •. c 
Ep,c --- --- -
4 V •. , 
4 V, . . , 
4Vx.y 







-8 343 1 
1 .04 1 4  
-2.6569 
:I . GG8G 
-
-6 45 1 3  
1 .  9546 
- ---- -
5.0779 
4 . 4 800 
5 . 7839 
8 , 5') 1 4  
6.7386 
4 . 84 1 2 
4 . 8077 
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Figure 2.6: Band structure E( k ) of GaAs in the pure fcc bulk structure [28]  
:n 
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2.5 Tight bi n d i n g  model based on th� Sp
3S* basis set with i n clusion of spi n -
orbit interaction :  
I n  the Sp3S* scheme with inclusion of spin-orbit interaction, to define the tight-binding 
Hamiltonian matrix elements, we begin by constructing, for each orbital i of atom b, a Bloch sum 
of wave vector k as fol lows : 
1 b, i ,a> > = N 1 2  L exp [ i f . ( Ii.  + :tb )] x Ib,i ,a, Ii.  + "ib > 
R 
Where a is  the spin polarization state, WhlCh can be either up (t) or down (.t) . 
And "ib is the position vector of b-th atom in the unit cel l (for i nstance : "ib = (0,0,0) for anion and 
:tb ==aJ4( 1 , 1 , 1 )  for cat ion) 
The empirical t ight binding Hami ltonian may be written as: [30,3 1 ]  
He == L (I a,i,a Ii. > Ei,3 < a,i,a, R 1+ 1 c,i,a, Ii. + (/ > E,.c < c,i ,a, i? + (/ I )  
R,U,I 
+ L (I a,i,a, 1i. > Vij ( Ii.  , Ii.'  + J )< c,j ,a, k + (/ 1 + h . c  
R.R',u. I .) 
where h . c  i s  the Hermitian conjugate part of the last sum. 
Ii. . i s  the fcc lattice positions of anions .  
i and j are the basis orbitals l ike s ,  p", py, pz and s* 
(2 . 1 1 ) 
d == 'ic - =to : the position of the cation relative to the anion in  the li. - th cel l .  
d = aJ4( 1 , 1 , 1 )  
The off-diagonal matrix elements V,j vanishes unless Ii. and Ii. , + (/ refer to nearest neighbor 
atoms. 
Each atom has five orbitals; namely the Sp3 participates to obtain correct covalent bonding, and 
the excited state s* for simulat ing the lowest energy excited states in the conduction bands. 
In contrast with the last section, here we use 1 5  parameters to reproduce the band structure of 
any materiaL For i l lustration, we show the band stmcture of CdTe due the work by Otto Sankey 
et al [ 30] in figure 2 . 7  using the TB parameters summarized in Table 2 . 2  
Table-2.2 Tight-binding parameters of CdTe including spin-orbit interactions 
due to the work by Sankey and coworkers [30]  
TB Para meter CdTe 
E, . -8.89 1 
E, . 0 . 9 1 5 
E<e -0589 
Ep.c 4 . 3 1 5  
4 V, .  � . 779 
4 V, x 2 . 3 5 5  
4V,-v 4. 124 
4 V •. u 1 . 739 
4Vp .• -4. 767 
E,. a 7.0 
E.·.c 7 .5  
4 V,·.o 1 . 949 
4Vp.,' -2.649 
A.d 0.367 
Ac 0.0 1 3  -
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Figure 2 .7 :  Band structure E( k ) of CdTe using the Sp3S*  TB model including 
spin-orbit interactions [30] 
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In  th is  scheme, the k-space Hamiltonian Ho( k ) , in  the 20-state basis set can be written in  the 
block forms as fol lows: 
(2. 1 2) 
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The b lock matrices Haa and Hcc are diagonal with elements given in table 2 .3  
Table-2.3 The diagonal elements in the k-space Hami ltonian in Sp3S* scheme with inclusion of 
spin-orbit inteaction 
b,s"' ,t b,s*,'!' b,s,t b,s,.J. b,3/2,3/2 
ES' b E,·.h E,.h Es.b Ep.h+Ab 
b,312, 1 12 b,3/2,- 1 I2 b,3/2,-3/2 b, 1 I2 , 1 I2 b , 1 I2,- 1 I2 
Ep,b+Ab Ep.b+Ab Ep.b+Ab Ep,b-2Ab Epy2Ab 
The off-diagonal block martix Hac is given in table 2 .4  
Table-2A The off-diagonal e lements i n  the k-space Hami ltonian i n  Sp3S*  scheme with inclusion 
of spin-orbit inteaction 
c,s"',t c,s *,'!' c,s,t 
a,s"' ,! 0 0 0 
a,s *,.,!, 0 0 0 
a,s,t 0 0 Us.sgo 
a,s"'!' 0 0 0 
a,3/2,3/2 -iUp.s.gjl J2 0 -iU�sgjl J2 
a,312, 1 12 - J2 Up.s.g3/ .J3 -iUl',s*gs/ .J6 - J2 U�.sg3/.J3 
a,312,- 1 I2 -I Up,s.g).J6 - J2 Up.s-g3/ .J3 -iUp,5g) .J6 
a,3/2,-3/2 0 -iUp,s.g) J2 0 
a,1I2,1I2 Up.s·gJ .J3 -iUp,s.gsl .J3 Up,sgJ .J3 
a,1I2,- 1 I2 i Up,s·gJ .J3 -Up,s.g3/ .J3  1 Up.s.g).J3 
c,3/2,3/2 c,3/2,- 1 I2 c,3/2,-3/2 
.fi Us*.pg31 .f3 -i Us*.pg51 .J6 0 
-i U.*.pg) J6 J2 Us*,pgJ .J3 -iUs',pgjl J2 
.fi Us,pgJ .f3 -i Us,pgsl .J6 0 - -
-iU.,pg) .J6 .fi Us,pgJ .f3 -i Us,pgi .fi 
-UX-\g) .f3 iU",ygJ .f3 0 
Ux,A8o 0 iUx.yg3/ .f3 
0 Ux.s8o Ux.yg) .f3 
c,s,-!' c,3/2,3/2 
0 -U •• �g) J2 
0 0 
0 -U S.jlg) J2 
Us,sgo 0 
0 Ux,s8o 
- iU�sgj/ .J6 -Ux,ygj/ .J3 
- .fi Up" g3/ .J3 -i UX.\g3/ .J3 
-iUp.sg) J2 0 
-iUp,sgj/ .J3 U.x.)g51 J6 
-Up,sgJ .J3 1 J2 UX,yg3/ .J3 
. r- - -c, 1 I2, J I2 c, I 12,- L l2 
-Us*,pg31 .f3 I Us*.pgsl.J3 
-iUs •. pg) .J3 Us*,pgJ .J3 
-U" pg3/ .f3 _J U,.pg{fl _ 
-i Us,pg).f3 U"pg3/ .f3 
U",ygJ JG - I .fi U.x, ygJ .f3 
0 -UX,y8-1/ .fi 
-Ux.ygs/ ..fi 0 
-I UX.}83/.J3 Ux.ygj/ .J3 Ux,,.go -i J2 UX,\gJ .J3  U,,:tgs/ .j6 
0 -Ux,ygJ .fi i ..fi Ux.ygJ .f3 Ux.s8o 0 
-Ux,ygsl .fi 0 Ux,yg) .J6 0 Ux,x8o 
go, g" �, and g3 are mentioned in  section 2 .4  and: 
g,= � +ig, 
The parameters Ulj are related to the nearest neighbor matrix elements Vij as fol lows. 
- -
Us,s = 4Vs,s = 4 < a,s, cr, 0 I Hoi c,s, cr, d > , 
- -
Ux,y = 4Vx,Y = 4 < a,px, cr, 0 I Hoi c, Py, cr, d > , 
- -
UX,x = 4Vx,x = 4 < a, px, cr, 0 I Hoi C, P,(, cr, d > , 
- -
Us,p = 4Vs,p = 4 < a,s, cr, 0 I Hoi C, PJ' cr, d > ,  
- -
Up,s = -4Vp,s = - 4 < a, pj, cr, 0 I Hoi c,s, cr, d > , 
- -
Us*,p = 4Vs*,p = 4 < a,s* ,  cr, 0 I Hoi c, Pj, cr, d >  , 
And Up,s* = - 4Vp,s* = - 4 < a, Pj, cr, 0 1 Hoi c,s* ,  cr, d > , 
Where j = x y or z .  and UX,y = Uy,x = Uz,x and Ux,x = UY,y = Uz,z 
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Final ly we note that in the calculation for the case of strained superlattices, the application of the 
corresponding TB models to various material s requires one further addition to simulate the 
strain .  In the next chapter, we wil l  show how the strain is inserted in the TB Hami ltonian of 
Sp3S* basis set with inclusion of spin-orbit interaction 
CHAPTER III 
The Electronic and Optical 
Properties of the Strained 
CdTe/ZnTe (00 1 )  Superlattices 
3 8  
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3. 1 Introd uction 
Recently, there has been a prominent groWIng interest In the I I -VI semiconductor 
heterostructures because of their unique optical and electrical properties [ 1 3 ] .  These compound 
semiconductors have a very wide variety of bandgap values (mostly direct) ranging from zero of 
the semimetal HgTe to 3 . 8  e V  of ZnS. Moreover, the progress in  the novel growth techniques, 
such as the development of the flow-rate modulated beam epitaxy, has made it possible to grow 
high-quality semiconductor heterostructures even from heavi ly  lattice mismatched material s, up 
to 7% if the strained slabs are kept sufficient ly thin. Besides the standard effects of bulk band 
d iscontinuity and slab thicknesses, the strain has indeed added a new degree of freedom to the 
growth technology to be explored in the band gap engineering. 
On the experimental side, strained- layer CdTe, Zn Te superlatt ices have been grown for 
the first time by G. Monfroy et al . [ 1 4] using the molecu lar-beam epitaxy (MBE)  technique. Thi s  
group characterized their samples by electron and x-ray diffractions and, despite the large 
mismatch between CdTe and ZnTe (Lla/a � 6 .4 %, is referred to as Ll hereafter), they claimed the 
success in growing superiattices (SLs) of high quality .  Subsequently, other growth techniques, 
such as the metal-organic-chemical-vapor deposition ( MOCVD) [ 1 5 ] have also been rel iably 
used for successful growth of the same kind of SLs .  However, whatever advances were achieved 
in the growth conditions, misfit dislocations inevitably st i l l  occurred in the experimental SLs as 
these latter are beyond the control of the growth techniques, and the l imitations are mainly 
dependent on the elastic properties of the SL constituent materials .  As a matter of fact, for any 
arbitrari ly  small l attice mismatch (Ll c. 0 .3  %) between the buffer and the overlayer, there always 
exists  a critical layer thickness de beyond which the misfit dislocat ions appear in the samples. 
For this aim, Miles et al . [ 1 6] have used photoluminescence and in-situ reflection high-energy 
electron diffraction (RHEED) measurement to draw a map of de versus Ll for the strained CdxZ17/_ 
xTelCdyZnJ_yTe common-anion SLs [ 1 6] .  Many of these experiments have demonstrated that the 
substrates does not play a crucial role in control l ing the character of the grown SLs, because due 
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to the misfit dislocations, the lattice cn.,')tant jumps t ') that of a free-standing superlattice 
structure In fact, one of the aims of the present work is to investigate the structural quality of the 
experimental SLs. This by itself i s  of essential importance as these particu lar SLs have potential 
for applications to optoeletronics such as intense-vi s ib le light emitters. 
On the theoretical side, several computational techniques have been used but were 
l imited either by the system size and the appl icabi lity only to the ground state properties, such as 
the first principle methods, or the complete neglect of the band mixing effects, such as the 
effective-mass approach (based on the Kronig-Penney model) or the Huckel method. To 
overcome such difficulties, we have used the Sp3S *  tight-binding (TB) method with inclusion of 
spin-orbit interaction, which are crucial l y  important in the case of I I -VI material s. The TB 
method has proven its rel iabi l ity to successful ly  simu late the experimental data while it 
incorporates the microscopic description of the material, where the point group symmetry of the 
system is  included. Within the S later-Koster scheme [ 1 7] ,  the TB method uses a smal l  basi s set 
of atomic orbitals and this gives the method the abi l ity to deal with l arge systems; meanwhile it 
takes account of the band-mixing effects which are essential in the band structures of systems 
l ike quantum dots, wires, SLs, and quantum wel ls .  Consistent with this, one of the striking 
features of U-VI common-anion SLs i s  a vanishing or very smal l valence-band offset (VBO). 
This makes the mixing of valence bands very essential and the interplay between the biaxial 
strain and the vanishing VBO is  of interest in  its own right . Furthermore, it is worth mention ing 
that, in  zinc-bl end bulk semiconductors, the valence band (VB) maximum is  located at f-point 
and is  four-fold degenerate (including spin). Under the effect of biaxial strain as in the case of 
SLs, this degeneracy is further l ifted by spl itt ing the heavy-hole (IDI: MJ = ±312) and the l ight­
hole (LH: MJ = ± 1 12) bands. Thus zero VBO in an unstrained case transforms to a finite YBO in 
the strained case due to the strain-induced level splitting. Confinement and band-mixing effects 
may thus compete with strain effects. Hence, the CdTelZn Te SLs shou ld be a good condidate to 
.. 1 
follow the evolution of the electronic structure as a function of the SL layer thicknesses, YBO, 
and strain configuration. 
For al l the reasons mentioned above, we have employed the Sp3 * tight-binding method, 
with inclusion of spin-orbit coupling and strain effects, to investigate the electronic and optical 
properties of the strained CdTe. ZnTe (00 1 )  SLs. It is worth mentioning here that in the l iterature, 
several attempts ha e been made to incorporate the strain effects within the TB Hami ltonian ( 1 8-
26] . More specifical ly in the case of mismatched superlattices, the biaxial strain results mainly in 
two structural d istortions .( i )  bond-length di stortion, and (ii) angu lar distortion. The former 
distortion is usuall y  described by scal ing the off-diagonal energy elements (i .e .  the overlap 
integrals) according to the famous Harrison 1 // rul e, or other functional rule such as that of 
Priester et aL [27] . However, in the TB framework, this particu lar distorsion cannot l ift the 
degeneracy of the HH and LH states at the Bri l louin-zone center (r-point), but it rather shifts the 
band edges. On the other hand, the second distortion affects the bond-directional cosines (l ,m,n) 
which make the px,py,and pz orbitals asymetrical ly contribute to the TB Hamilonian. As a 
consequence, in the presence of biaxial strain, the LH-HH degeneracy at the r-point i s  l ifted [26] 
when the Hamiltonian i s  expressed in the S later-Koster scheme [ 1 7] with the s/ basis set and in 
the neglect of spin-orbit interaction. A subsequent development to thi s model i s  the addition of 
an excited s * state to this l atter basis set by Vogi et al. [28 ] .  The need for the Sp3 s* model s  was 
essential especial l y  for semiconductor materials, as they do not yield only band dispersions in 
good agreement with those obtained by the state-of-art methods, but rather they accurately 
reproduce the experimental bandgaps, carrier effectives masses, and deformation potentials 
[ 1 9,28-29] . Even prior to this work, Kobayashi et al . [3 0] had proposed a TB scheme which not 
only adds the s* orbital to the sp3-basis set, but rather incorporates the idea [ 3 1 ]  of the inclusion 
of the spin-orbit interactions, which are crucial ly  important in the case of l1-VI compound 
semiconductors, particularly in the case of heterojunction of a vani shing YBO. The overlap 
integral s, in this new I O-orbitals/site basis set, are carried up only to nearest neighbors. We recall 
that the pOInt-group symmetry of the unstrained zinc-blende structure is Td and, in the presence 
of the pin-orbit interaction the upper alence bands are formed by a four-fold degenerate ['8 
tate I E  2 >= 1 1 + 1 v > and I E 1 >= 1 1  + 1 I' > (usual l labelled hea ,. 2 '  - 2 " " 2 ' - 2 ' 
l ight holes (LH) respecti ely), and a two-fold degenerate ['7 split-off (SO) states 
holes (HJ-I) and 
I E" 3 >= t ,  ± t ,  v > However, in this latter model in presence of biaxial strain, the LH-HH 
degenerac at ['-point cannot llumenca"" be l ifted beca'ise the directional cosines ( I ,m,n) alter 
the Hamiltonian onl through the phase shifts exp ( f kF ) ,and this latter factor has a vanishing 
effect on the Hami ltonian at ['-point ( k  = 0 ) .  An attempt to sort out such problem, Priester et 
a1 . [  1 9] used a self-consi stent TB techniqu where the diagonal elements are variat ional ly  shifted 
along the growth direction as a consequence of charge redistribution due to the strain effect . 
Other authors, such as Arriaga et al [22,23] ,  used a version of the surface Green-function 
matching method adapted to strained SLs. These latter authors obtained that the splitting 
between LH and HH states is l inearly proportional to the strain More recentlY,however, Bertho 
et al [2 1 ]  proposed a new scheme to incorporate the strain effects in the .�p3S* TB Hami ltonian 
with the inclusion of the spin-orbit interactions They treated the strain as a perturbation 
potenorfy added to the TB Hamiltonian (see next section for more detail s) .  As an effect of the 
reduced symmetry, in this l atter scheme, the perturbation takes care of the interaction between all 
the states \ hich belong to the same irreducible representation of the tetragonal point group JJ2c1 
The main result of this work [2 1 ]  is that the biaxial strain may cause the upper-conduction and 
valence interband mixing which, in turn, induces a non-l inear splitting of LH and HH states at 1-
point The hydrostatic band mixing contributes to the non-l inear behavior of the band edges in 
high-pressure experiments and is  one of the reasons for the sublinear pressure dependence 
observed for the fundamental bandgap Eg(P) in I I I-V and II-VI materials [2 1 ]  The mixing effect 
demonstrates the complex hybridization mechanism of barrier-related and wel l-related states for 
building resonant-state wavefunctions in _' Iperlattices. T�:is idea of strain-induced band mixing 
-l3 
has been corroborated by several experimental works. For instance, the evolution of the high-
energy part of the reflectivity spectra versus the uniaxial stress in the Gaxlnl_xAs GaAs SLs has 
been wel l interpreted using this new TB scheme [32] . The same model also yields a lfrI-LH 
splitting variation with pressure P in excellent agreement with the optical transitions of the 
photoluminescence (PL) experiments [ 1 8-2 1 ,3 3 ] .  Final ly, we mention that this method of 
incorporating the strain in the TB Hami ltonian may exhibit electronic properties impossible to 
describe using the standard envelope-function approach and the usual deformation potential 
theory. 
In this present work, we have adapted the same formal ism of Bertho et a1 . [2 1 ]  of 
incorporating the strain within the !,>p3S *  TB scheme with inclusion of spin-orbit coupling. We 
calculated the band structures and osci l l ator strengths of the CdTelZnTe (00 1 )  SLs versus the 
b iaxial strain, l ayer thicknesses, and VBO. This chapter is organized as fol lows: In section 3 .2, 
within this scheme, we give a brief description about the calculat ions of the electronic band 
structure, density of states, and osci l lator strength. This l atter quantity is proport ional to the 
dipole matrix elements and does measu:- � the efficiency of the optical transitions. Section 3 . 3 
i l lustrates a detai led discussion of our obtained results. Special emphasis is given to the effect of 
YEO on the electronic properties of SLs and, as applications, our results are compared to the 
photoluminescence data. The l ast section summarizes our conclusions. 
3.2 Com putational Details 
3. 2. 1 Ban dstructure and density of states: 
Within the tight-binding framework, and in the presence of spin-orbit coupl ing and the 
absence of strain, the electronic wavefunction i s  expressed in terms of a basi s of symmetrically 
orthogonal ized atomic orbitals I b,ll, R, > ,  known as the Lowdin orbitals [34 ] .  Here A, denotes a 
Bravais l attice point referred to the primitive cell , b is a basis atom in this primitive cel l, and 11 
denotes an orbital (such as Is, � >, I s,-� >,. etc ) which include the spin-orbit coupling. The 
Hami ltonian is usual ly expressed [30]  in terms of a basi s I b,�, k > which is obtained via a 
discrete Fourier transformation of the local ized orbitals I b,�, R, > given by: 
I b k- > - 1 � Ik� I b R- > ,�, � e ,�" 
'" Ny, ) 
( 3 . 1 )  
where N" is the number of k -vectors taken either from within the irreducible wedge of the 
B ri l louin zone (BZ) if the density of states is calculated, or along the high-symmetry l ines if the 
band structure is evaluated. 
The Schrodinger equation whose solutions are the B loch functions I 17 k > is given by: 
where Ho is  the Hamiltonian of the system with inclusion of spin-orbit coupling. 
Equation (3 .2)  can be expressed in terms of the Lowdin basis as: 
- - - -
( 3 .2) 
L [ < i,�, k I HoJ,v, k > - Enk b l, )  b fl, v ] <j , v , k l n k > = O  ( 3 . 3 )  
where Enk is the eigen-energy corresponding to the eigen-function In k >, n is a band index, i and 
j denote basis atoms, and � and v denote orbitals of these respective atoms. The Hami ltonian of 
either the bulk fcc or the superlattice structure uses the empirical TB parameters given in table 
3 . 1 .  In  thi s table, the CdTe parameters are due to reference [30], whereas the Zn'l'e parameters 
are due to reference [ 3 5 ] .  These two respective sets of parameters yield the energy bandgap 
values of 1 . 59 eV and 2 . 39  eV, which are in excel lent agreement with experimental values 
[36] .Moreover, the band dispersions possess carrier effective masses and deformation potential s 
compatible with experimental values. 
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Ta ble-3. 1 The empirical :p3S * tight-binding parameters, with inclusin of spin-orbit coupl ing,for dTe and ZnTe in units of eV. The same notation as in reference [30] i s  used. The lattice 
Compound a. EO s 
CdTe 6.-l8 -8.89 1 
ZnTe 6.08 -9. 1 90 
Compound 
edTe 1 739 -4 . 767 
LI17'e 5 . 925 -.. t 673 
constants ( a. ) are in A units. 
EO p 
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6. 779 
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.. U 1 5  
3 . 779 
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4Va 
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-l. 1 2-l 
-l .O77 
0 0 1 3  
0.027 
In the case of presence of strain, such as in the superlattice structure, the strain is treated 
as a pertubation posteriorly added to the Hami Itonian [ 2 1 ] . I n  order to make this present work 
self-contained, we briefly summarize the process of making this correction in the Appendix. 
One further remark about the heterostructure calculation i s  that the VBO is considered constant, 
and added to the diagonal elements of the overlayer ( i .e .  to one of the two material s in the case 
of SL structure; for instance is added to the ZnTe slabs in our present work). 
The obtained energy spectrum Enk and corresponding wavefunctions In, k >, from 
equation ( 3 . 3 ),are used to calculate the fol lowing quantities: (i) The total density of states 
(TDOS) given by: 
N"M-
(£) = _1 I 8 (E - E"k ) N" k-n, ( 3 . 4) 
( i i )  The local density of states (LDOS), due to the orbital � on the atom b, which is given by: 
Nw 
Nb,� (E) = _1_ I I < b,�, R, In, k >128 (E - £nk ) 
N.,. k-n, 
( 3 . 5 )  
( i i i) The partial density of states (PDOS), due to  the atomic species of  type u (such a s  Cd, Zn, or 
Te atoms), which i s  given by :  
a (E) = I Nb,� (E ) (3 .6) 
b,jl 
where the sum runs over al l  the orbitals of al l  the sites of type u. 
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We emphasize that the k -space integration carried out in evaluating equations (3 .4)  and 
(3 . 5 )  is performed using the Monkhorst-Pack technique [37] ,  and the 8-function is numerical ly 
approximated by a Gaussian. 
_ 1 [ X2 ]  8(x) - exp - -
.J2m;2 262 
(3 . 7) 
of width CJ = 0.05 eV. All of the TOOSs are normal ized to ten states (i .e .  one zinc-blend 
molecule) 
3. 2. 2. Oscil/ator strength 
sual ly, the empirical tight-binding model i s  not the best approach for computing the 
optical-transition probab i l ities due to the l ack of the precise spatial form of the atomic wave-
functions. Despite of this, some attempts have been done to compute some optical matrix 
elements [ 38 ] .  
The common optical matrix elements are: the dipole matrix element Pmn and the osci l lator 
strengthf,nn, which are both defined below: 
( 3 . 8) 
(3 . 9) 
Here m is the free-electron mass and m and n are band indices for states of unequal energies. 
The momentum matrix element i s  the most natural representation for crystals and, with the help 
of group theory, readi ly provides the selection ru les for the optical transitions. So, the dipole 
matrix e lement is particul arly informative for quantum wel l s  since it can be of order of the well 
width for inter-suband transitions. The osci l lator strength i s  more fami l iar in atomic physics and 
easi l y  related to the absorption strength. Moreover, the momentum operator J5 is usual ly taken 
paral lel to the growth direction (c-axis in our case of (00 1 )  SLs) in order to assess the 
local ization effects .  The results of our calcul ations wi l l  be presented in the next section. 
3.3. Results and d iscussions 
3. 3. 1. FCC bulk bandstructure 
In figures 3 . 1 and 3 . 2, we disp lay the electronic band structures of bulk CdTe and bulk 
ZJJTe respectively .  These results were obtained using the twenty-band (s/s *  with inclusion of 
spin degeneracy) model whose parameters are given in table 3 . 1 .  The top of valence band is 
chosen as an energy reference. The energy gaps, obtained are direct and of values £g = 1 . 59 and 
2 . 39  eV for CdTe and Zn Te respectively, which are the same as the experimental values [24] . 
The irreducible representations corresponding to the point-group symmetry of the eigenfunctions 
are a lso shown in figures 3 . 1 a  and 3 . 2a for the high-symmetry points rand X of the Bri l louin 
zone. In both of these latter panel s, the lowest group of bands is dominated by contribution from 
the s-orbitals of anion ( Te) atoms. The second group, which forms the valence band (VB), 
consists of the cationic s-states and all the p-states. For the CdTe (Figure 3 . 1 ), the VB and CB 
have bandwidths of values 5 . 3  eV and 7 .2  eV respectively .  Whereas, the respective bandwidths 
of the VB and CB of Zn Te (Figure. 3 . 2) are 5 . 8  eV and 7 .2  eV Here, it is worth mentioning the 
fol lowing two quantitative trends: (i) In  general, as  the lattice constant decreases, the valence 
band width increases (compare figures 3 . 1 b  and 3 . 2b). This can be ascribed to a reduction of 
hybridization with increasing separation of the atomic constituents .  Moreover, predominantly 
ionic materials have wider VB than do predominantly covalent materials .  ( i i )  The other trend is 
that the optical gap in common-anion (or cation) semiconductors decreases with the heavier 
cation (or anion). The third group of bands, which form the conduction band (CB) are main ly 
due to contributions from the p and s*  orbital s .  
In figure 3 . 3 ,  we display the total and partial densities of states for the CdTe, which more 
l ikely would play the role of well in the SLs .  S imi lar trends are observed for Zn Te .  As it can be 
seen in panel 3 . 3 a  and 3 . 3b, Cd and Te atoms experience the same point-group symmetry ( Td) 
and, as a consequence, they have very simi lar splittings and LDOS profiles. One also may notice 






































Figure 3. 1 :  The electronic band structure offc:c bulk CdTe calculated using the spJs * 
tight-bi nding model, with the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling, (a) the energy bands; 
(b) the density of states .  The top of VB is taken as an energy reference and 
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Figure 3.3:  Partial density-of-states contributions from orbita ls on (a) Cd atoms and 
(b)  Te atoms to (c) the TOOS of pure CdTe. TOOS is  110nnal ized to ten electrons. 
1 5  
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that the first group of bands consi st mainly  of Te atoms contributions Furthermore, Te atoms 
contribute to the VB with a ,  eight bigger than that of Cd atoms. These latter atoms contribute 
more to the CB structure. This, indeed, reflects the fact that dTe is a polar material with a 
partial ionic character 
In figure 3 .4, we decompose the TDOS into PDOSs due to (a) all the s* orbitals, (b) al l  
the s orbital and (c) all the p orbitals. I t  is clear that the s* orbitals contribute only to the CB 
and predominantly to the higher conduction bands By taking the superposition of figure 3 3 and 
figure 3 4, it should be clearly seen that the first group is main ly due to the anionic s orb itals 
Furthermore, figure 3 4 shows that the VB and CB are due to an admixture of al l s and p orbitals 
in th hybndizat ion process and, therefore, again reflecting the covalent character of CdTe 
3. 3. 2. Strained bulk bQJldstructure 
The purpose here is to put under the scope the strain effects as a component separated 
from the global band offset problem. Of course, the biaxial strain significant ly affect the level 
splittings at the top of the VB. In this sub-section, we aim to discuss the strain effects on the 
VBO in each of the bulk materials under the same strained configuration corresponding to the 
structure of the SL, eventual ly to be studied 
As has been mentioned in the last section, the strain has been treated as a perturbation 
added posfenorly to the TB Hami ltonian. Besides this, the ofT-diagonal TB parameters have been 
scaled according to Priester's rule [27] in order to take account of the bond-length distorsion due 
to the strain The results for CdTe and ZnTe are shown in figures 3 . S a  and 3 . Sb respectively. 
The calculations have used a tetragonal unit cell of 4 atoms whose in-plane lattice constant has 
been varied from 6 08 °A (of cubic ZnTe) to 6.48 °A (of cubic CdTe) The inter-plane lattice 
constant has been calculated using the macroscopic theory of elasticity [36] .  Since both material s 
possess direct bandgaps, we have assessed the level spl ittings only at i-point . The energy 
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Figure 3.4:  Orbital density-of-states contributions from (a) s * orbitals, (b) s orbitals, and 
(c) al l the p orbitals to the TOOS of pure bulk CdTe. 
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Figure 3.5:  Enerf.'Y variation of the lowest CB state and the top VB states ( H H, LH and 
SO) under the effect of the biaxial stra in .  (a) CdTe under cOl17pressi l 'e stra in :  
(b)  ZnTe wlder tensile stra in .  
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reference has been taken to be the VB edge of either materials in their unstrainedfcc-bulk 
structures. 
Now, in the strained SLs, the biaxial strain is tensile for ZlITe and compressive for CdTe . 
Figure 3 .  S shows the variation of the energies of the top VB states (namely: the spin-off (SO) 
state represented by 0, the heavy-hole (ID-I) state represented by 0 and the light-hole (LH) 
state represented by v)  and the lowest CB state, denoted by 0 ,  versus the strain ( i .e . : the in-plane 
lattice constant a ). The Eg of CdTe seems to be insensitive under the compressive strain, 
contrarily  to the Eg of ZnTe which decreases under the tensile strain. This is consistent with the 
contrast between the bandgaps which we have drawn in figures 3 . 1 and 3 . 2 .  It seems a real fact 
that if the cation (or anion) atom is substituted by a larger atom the Eg is reduced. In the case of 
CdTe (Figure 3 . Sa), the HH l ies above LH when a compressive strain is applied. On the other 
hand, the LH lies above the ID-I when a tensile strain is applied on ZnTe (Figure 3 . Sb) . The 
maximum splitting energy between HH and LH is 0 . 32  eV and 0 . 1 9  eV for CdTe and 
ZnTe, respectively. The non-linearity of the spl itting i s  clearly seen in  the behavior of  the SO 
state and does have experimental evidence for i t  [ 39 ] .  
Another significant effect of  the biaxial strain is that i t  alters the orbital character of  the 
electronic states and, therefore, affecting the optical properties. The CB edge persists always to 
be s-l ike and the ID-I state maintains  equal strengths in Px-I ike and py- l ike characters. On the 
contrary, the LH and SO states, with a varying admixture of p orbitals, undergo a substantial 
change in the relative proportion of strengths as strain increases. For instance, the LH in the 
strained CdTe, becomes al most pz- l ike whi le SO state becomes more px,y-l ike with very small 
fraction of pz- l ike character. Thus, the strain has very significant effects on the spectral 
properties of the VB edge states, as it changes substantial ly the orbital character. 
3. 3. 3. Super/attice bandstructure 
I n  the SL calculations, two assumptions are made: (i) the heterostructure to be 
pseudomorphic (defect-free), and (ii) the macroscopic theory of elasticity in predicting the SL 
5 5  
atomic structure to be val id ,  Therefore, despite of the large lattice mismatch (�6.4 %), the 
thickness of each s lab is assumed to be below the critical thickness (dc) corresponding to the 
appearance of the misfit dislocations. In real l i fe, these latter inevitably occur in the experimental 
samples and wi l l  be the subject of the next =>Llb-sect ion. 
To map the strain effect, we have chosen to work on three different ly strained 
superlattices T 0 among which are the ones extremely strained to either CdTe substrate (panel 
3 6a) or ZIl Te substrate (panel 3 . 6c) . The third one is the free-standing SL and is chosen with its 
strain state lying between (a) and (c) and, meanwhile, is of crucial importance for physical 
appl icat ions. Of course, within the TB framework, to calcul ate the SL bandstructure, one must 
t ake into account the band offsets. As mentioned in the last section, the VBO is considered as a 
constant and added to the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix ,  Namely, we have added 
VBO=Ev(ZnTe)-Ev(CdTe) to the on-site elements of the ZnTe slabs, Here, Ev is the VB edge of 
the material, shown in brackets, under the strained configuration corresponding to the SL 
structure. In figure 3 .6, two extreme VBO values are considered for each strain state and are 
disp layed on each pane1 . As it is well known fact that the J I -VI common-anion SLs possess 
vanishing or very smal l VBO, we took VBO = 0 as one of our choices. The second VBO value, 
which is a kind of an overestimate, is due to the model-sol id  approach of Yan de Wal le  [36] , To 
the best of our knowledge, all the VBOs, found in the l iterature, lie in between these two 
extremes. In addition to the strain state and the VBO, the third parameter controll ing the SL  
band structure i s  the slab thicknesses. In  figure 3 .6, we  have chosen to  investigate the 
(CdTe)n(ZnTe)n(OO l )  strained SLs, where both slabs  have the same number of mono layers. Since 
both materials possess direct bandgaps, we have just used [-point to calculate the energy gap 
(Eg) versus layer thickness (n == N), We +ound that the electron is always confined within the 
CdTe slab. Hence, the SL character is ful ly determined by the hole behavior. In  figure 3 . 6, for 
each specific strain state and specific VBO value, and particular slab thickness (n), the SL is 
characterized by one of three symbols :  (i) The symbol o denotes the SL of type-I ,  where the hole 
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Figure 3.6:  The variation of the energy gap of the (CdTe)N(ZnTe)I\{OO l )  SL versus N .  
Each panel represents one b iaxial strain state. Two extreme val ues of YBOs are 
considered for each panel . The character of the SL is indicated by the shown symbols 
(see the text for details) .  
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(HH) is confined in the CdTe slab; ( i i )  The symbol X denotes the SL of type-I I, where the hole 
(LH) is local ized within the Zn Te slab ; ( i i i )  the symbol of [8] stands for a SL not wel l 
characterized as the hole i s  extended over the whole SL s labs. 
As shown in the three panel s  of figure 3 .6, the variation of strain causes the increase in the Eg 
when the substrate latt ice constant i s  reduced from that of CdTe to the one of Zn Te. 
Furthermore, the strain does have effect on the character of the SL as it enhances the admixture 
of the px, p), and pz orbitals as described in the previous sub-section. 
In figure 3 .  6a the VBO has a positive sign and, therefore, makes the VB edge of Zn Te 
higher than that of CdTe. This yields a SL of type-II ,  which seems to be more sensitive to the 
variation of VBO especial ly  for large n as the confinements of the electron and the hole are 
completely independent . On the other hand, in figure 3 .  6b and 3 .  6c, the VBO is negative and 
yields a SL of type- I .  The SL Eg seems not to be too sensitive to the variation of VBO because 
both the electron and the hole are localized in the CdTe slab and there exists a compromise in 
their confinement characters. Now, we discuss the Eg versus fl .  Of course, it i s  evident that the 
variation of Eg tends toward the Eg (CdTe) = l . 59 eV when n is very large as an effect of 
confinement and this explains the reductic : of £g as n increases. For smal l val ues of 11, however, 
Eg seems to increase and has a maximum value when n=2 then starts its decrease. This may be 
i nterpreted as a strong band mixing to occur within the valence bands .  
In  figure 3 .7, we display the behaviors of the wave-functions, calculated at r-point, 
corresponding to the electron and upper hole states of the CB and VB respectively .  The abscisa 
axi s  represents the c-direction of the SL, and the ordinate axis  gives the variation of the planar­
averaged squared ampl itude of the wave-function. F igure 3 . 7 shows the results of a free-standing 
(CdTe)n(ZnTe)[] (00 1 )  SL, with n= 1 0, for two cases of VBO: (a) VBO= ° eV, and 
(b) VBO = - 0. 1 34 eY. Actual ly, these two cases correspond to two data points in figure 3 .6b. It 
can clearly be seen that the electron (Ec l )  i s  always local ized in the CdTe slab .  For VBO = 0, the 
hole (Ev l )  is delocalized along the whole SL .  Whereas for VBO = - 0. 1 34, the top hole (HH) 
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Figure 3.7:  The calculated wavefunction amplitudes for the free-standing 
(CdTe) lo(ZnTe) 1 0(00 1 )  SL using: (a)VBO=O and (b)VBO=-0. 1 3 4  eY. Ec l corresponds to 
the lowest CB electron state, whereas E vI ,E  1'2 and E v3 conespond to the the three 




















gets confined within the CdTe regIOn and, therefore, yie lds a SL of type- I .  The final remark 
about figure 3 . 7  is that the third hole state (Ev3 ) is found to have tendency to localize at the 
interface when VBO is vanishing. The same observation was also reported by Quiroga et al . [24] 
and just reflects the strong mixing effects occuring within the valence bands. 
Figure 3 . 8  displays the band structures of the two SLs previously discussed in figure 3 . 7, 
which are the free-standing SLs with n= 1 0  and: (a) VBO = 0 eV, and (b) VBO = - 0. 1 34 eV. I n  
both, the SL  valence bandedge is  considered a s  an  energy reference and the lowest CBs a s  well 
as upper VBs are shown, when k -vector is varied along Zr-l ine and along one portion of rX­
l ine of the Bril louin zone. The zr l ine i s, effectively, sufficient to give prediction about the 
confinement state of charge carriers. It is abvious that the electron in both panels  (a) and (b) is 
local ized with respect to the c-axis, as its conduction band is flat along the zr line. The HH state 
(H I )  gets also localized within CdTe when VBO = - 0. 1 34 eV and this is a lso shown by the 
nesting H I  band in panel (b) along the zr line. 
Figure 3 . 9  presents the results of oscillator strength versus the s lab thickness (n) for the 
strained (CdTe)n(ZnTe)n (00 1 )  SLs, with n= 1 0 . The solid l ine corresponds to the free-standing 
SL with VBO = - 0 . 1 34 eV, which is model of type- I ;  whereas the dotted curve corresponds to 
the SL of CdTe substrate with YEO = + 0. 1 26, which i s  model of type- I I .  For the latter SL, the 
osci l lator strength (OS) reaches its maximum for n=2 then vanishes for n � 3 . This may be 
explained as an effect of band mixing because, for n ::;  2, the electron (or hole) is local ized in 
CdTe (or ZnTe) and the separation between them is smal ler than the exciton radius. For the 
former SL, the OS increases up to n=4, then becomes negligeabl y  smal l for n � 5. Despite of the 
fact that both carriers being localized within the same region (CdTe slab), as far as the the well 
becomes wider than the exciton radius, the electron-hole pair becomes decoupled. The critical 
distance corresponding to n=5 might suggest a theoretical est imate of the exciton radius in Cdl 'e  




























































Figure 3.8:  Electronic band structures for the case of the free-standing 
(CclTe) I O(Zn'l'e) l o(OO l )superlattices calcu lated with : (a) VBO=O and (b) VBO=-O. 1 34 eY .  
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Figure 3.9:  The calculated osci l lator strength for the (CdJ 'e),\'(ZnTeh{OO 1 )  S L  versus N .  
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Figure 3 .  1 0  presents the variation in energy of the two upper VB states, calculated at r-
point, versus VBO. These results are shown for the free-standing (CdTe)lO (ZnTe) l O  (00 1 )  SL, 
which are of interest in model l ing the PL experimental data (next sub-section). We emphasize 
the following observat ions' (i) For a free-standing SL made up of two semiconductor materials 
having the same number of monolayers N ,  the in-plane lattice constant should be independent of 
N (a  = 6.238 °A) . The variat ion of N only changes the confinement energy. ( i i ) For the 
considered range of VBOs, the electron is always localized within the CdTe s lab .  ( i i i )  H and L 
denote the nature of the SL  states at the zone center according to whether, mainly or whol ly, they 
originate from the bulk heavy- or from l ight-hole states. The valence states are strongly 
dependent on VBO. When VBO=O, CdTe is the we)) material for the HH state and the 
superlattice is of type-I .  For negative VBO values, the localization of HH state (H I )  in CdTe 
l ayers increases and the band gap is  reduced. The LH state L 1  remains extended and lower than 
H I  in energy. The case of positive values of VBO presents more interesting features and gives 
evidence of a SL type-I to type-I I  transition. The increase of VBO lowers the barrier height for 
the HH which becomes extended in  a l l  the SL and increases the local ization of the LH state, 
which becomes the SL  hole ground state. So, VBO =: 40 meV appears as the value for which the 
transition occurs. For VBO > 40 meV, the LH state L l  l ies above the HH state H I  and the 
superlattice is of type-I I .  The exciton transition becomes indirect in real space with weak 
osci l lator strength. 
3. 3. 4. Modelling of photoluminescence experiments 
The first photoluminescence (PL) .neasurements, for the CdTe/ZnTe SLs, have been 
reported by Mi les et al . [40] . The grown SLs disp layed intense visible photoluminescence 
spectra, which made the systems promising devices of l ight sources and photo-detectors. As 
mentioned in the introduction, the same research group of reference [ 1 4] was the first to report a 
successful growth of such high quality SLs.  In their samples, CdTe layers varied in thickness 
between 20 to 49 ° A, whi Ie Zn Te barriers were between 20 to 5 1  ° A wide. The SLs were grown 
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on either (00 1 )  CdTe, ZnTe, or CdxZnl _xTe buffer layers. The experimental results of PL 
measurements (at 50 K) done on various samples are summarized in Table3 . 2 .  On the other hand, 
in our computation, we have assumed a pseudomorphic SL structure and used the macroscopic 
theory of elasticity (MTE) [36] to fit the experimental structural data. Furthermore, the val idity 
of MTE is assumed even in the ultimate l imit of one nominal strained monolayer. In our 
theoretical work, the VBO is taken as a free parameter to be adjusted to yield the best fit to the 
PL data. The results of our TB method, which includes spin-orbit coupling, are summarized also 
10 Table 3 2 for the sake of comparison. We emphasize that these theoretical results correspond 
to the free-standing SL case; and that the Eg values are much lower than experimental data if one 
took the same experimental buffer. Furthermore, the SL's  Eg decreases with the increasing VBO. 
Our theoretical results predicts that the top VB state is either extended or a LH local ized in the 
ZnTe slabs; and hence favors more the character of SLs of type- I I .  Therefore, it seems that the 
d istribution of strain between CdTe and ZnTe l ayers i s  found to be difficult to determine or to 
map through the choice of substrate as the large lattice mismatch causes a rapid relaxation and 
the l attice constant of the SL jumps into the one of a free-standing SL as soon as the primary 
misfit dislocation appears. Obviously, the strain distribution (morphology) plays a crucial role in 
determining the SL bandgap and character. 
Tab le-3.2 The theoretical YBO, shown here, is for the case of the free-standing (CdTe)m(ZnTe)n(OOJ) 
superlattlce and corresponds to the best fit of the experimenta l /�� . TheoretIcal ly,  the nu mber of 
mono layers m and n are determined using the macroscopi c  theory of elasticity [ 3 6 ] .  
Sample Superlatt ice a 
(CdTelZn Te)( A 0) 
1 25/3 5 
2 28/2 1 
3 5 1 /50 
4 27/30 
5 2 1 /30 
6 26/3 3 
7 34/36 
8 221 1 8  
(3) E);perimt!fltal data due to reference [40] 
(b) Present v. ork 








CdO.5Zn0 5 Te 
Eg(e V) a.b 
1 . 87 
1 . 8 1  
1 . 69 
1 . 8 1  
l . 83 
l . 82 
1 . 74 
1 . 78 
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More recent PL experimental data are due to Kuwabara et a l .  [4 1 ] .  The CdTe. Zn Te 
strained-layer SLs are grown on ZnTe buffer layer, using hot-wall epitaxy (HWE). The cross-
sect ional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image shows that the critical thickness of the 
CdTe well layer is about de == 1 2  0 A The experimental results of the picosecond time-resolved PL 
spectra are shown in table3 . 3 .  Our theoretical TB results are also shown for SLs strained to Zn Te 
sub trate for comparison. The YEO is  varied to yield the best fit to the experimental data. In 
table 3 . 3 ,  the theoretical results show that the SLs 1 and 2 are of type-I because their 
corresponding YEO is  less than the critical value of 40 meV. The other SLs are of type- IL  This, 
indeed, i s  consistent with TEM predictions [4 1 ]  as the thickness of the CdTe well i s  less than the 
critical value de in the case of SLs 1 and 2. Hence, our TB results suggest that the strain is not 
anymore confined in the CdTe slabs in case of samples 3 and 4. We emphasize, here, that this i s  
not a problem related to the gro\\rth technique but rather i t  i s  an intrinsic effect related to the 
elastic properties of the SL constituents. 
Table-3.3 Same as table 3 . 2  but experimental data correspond to reference [4 1 ]  where the buffer 
i s  ZnTe and the theoretical VBOs correspond to SLs of ZnTe substrate as welL 
Sample Superiattice a 
(CdTe/ZnTe)( A ') 
1 9/40 
2 1 2/40 
3 24/40 
4 40/40 
(a) E:>,perimentai data dueto reference [41] 
(b) Present work 
3. 4. Conclusions 
J�(e Vy·h VBO(me V) b 
2 .24 -84 
2 . 1 5  -49 
1 . 82 1 36 
1 . 74 1 2 1  
We have used the sp3S *  tight-binding method, with inclusion of spin-orbit coupling, to 
investigate the electronic and optical properties of the strained CdTe. Zn Te (00 1 )  superlattices. 
Within the TB scheme, we have calculated the SL band structure, various densities of states, and 
osci l lator strengths versus the strain state, layer thicknesses, and band offsets .  
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Since the I J -VI semiconductor heterostructures are expected to have either vanishing or 
small valence band offsets the biaxial strain plays an essential role in determining the SL 
u 
character a it controls the spl ittings of the top VB states. We have deconvoluted the band offset 
problem into separable  components. The first one, we could separate, is the biaxial strain effect . 
From computational point of view, within the TB framework, the strain has been treated as a 
perturbation posteriorly added to the Hamiltonian. The results have shown that the top VB state 
i s  a }ffi-l ike for CdTe under compressive strain, and is a LH-like for ZnTe under tensile strain .  
In  the calcu lation on the strained SLs, the electron is  found to be always confined within 
the CdTe slabs, whereas the hole i s  sensitive to the VBO, and its behavior controls the SL 
character. Since the SL constituents are of relatively l arge lattice mismatch (� 6.4 %), misfit 
dislocations inevitably  can occur in the grown experimental samples. For this reason, we have 
given special attention to the study of the free-standing superlattices, which might be the l imit 
case of the relaxed SL structure. For the free-standing (CdTe)n(ZnTe)n(OO l )  S L, the electronic 
band-structures and osci l lator strengths are studied versus layer thickness (n) and VBO.  Two 
extreme values of VBO, which correspond to a vanishing value and the one obtained using the 
model sol id approach, are taken. It i s  found that the effect of n is only to control the degree 
(energy) of confinement in the CdTe well However, the variation of VBO predicted the SL  
character to exhibit a type-I to type-I I  transition for a critical VBO value of  about 40  meV. For 
VBO < 40 meV, the heavy-hole is localized within the Cd'J'e slabs and the SL is of type- I .  On the 
other hand, if VBO > 40 meV, the LH localized within the ZnTe s lab becomes the top SL 
valence band state and therefore the SL is of type- IL  We have shown the use of the oscil lator 
strength in measuring the radiative effeciency of the SLs and understanding their characters. 
The results of our work have been shown to be useful in interpreting the photoluminescence 
data. Mainly, they were used in determining the strain distribution and the SL character. Some 
valuable information regarding the structural and optical qualities of the SLs have also been 
drawn. 
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Appen d i x  
In  the framework of the Sp3 s *  tight-binding, with the inclusion of spin-orbit interaction the 
biaxial strain is incorporated into the Hami ltonian in a perturabative fashion as fol lows: 
(3 . 1 0) 
where Ho i s  the �p3S *  TB Hami ltonian which includes the spin-orbit coupling effects, Hs(c) i s  the 
strain part which shall be posteriorly added as a perturbation to the system. In this latter part, the 
interaction is switched on between eigenstates which belong to the same irreducible 
representations at the Bril louin zone center (r-point) .  As far as the lowest CB states and the top 
VB states are concerned In the case of strained bulk material, the strain involve the mixing 
between mainly six states (namely In figures 3 . 1 a  and 3 . 2a: I E,:3 > and I E':I > with I E:2 > 
corresponding to the SO and LHIHH states of the respective irreducible representations r7v and 
r8v' whereas I E;3 > and I E;1 > with 1 £:2 > correspond to the upper-CB states of the respective 
i rreducible representations r7c and rsc), which were obtained by diagonalizing Ho, in the absence 
of strain. 
For a biaxial strain, Hs can be l inked with the deformation potential and written as follows: 
I E�2 > I E;2 > I £�J > 1 E�3 > I E;1 > 1 E;3 > 
< E�2 1 a.,Tr( e) - be. aoT/'Ce) - bovE., 0 0 0 0 
< Ee2 1 acoTt'(e) - b"e. E', - a,TrCe) + be. 0 0 0 0 
< E�1 1 0 0 a.TrCe) + be. i.[2b'e. ae>Tr(e) + bcvE. - ,.[2b'"f.,. 
< E:3 1 0 0 i.[2b'r.. - !!. .  +a',Tr(e) i..Ji.b' .. e. a'e,Tr(e) 
< £;1 1 0 0 a"Tr(e) + b"f.,. - i.[2b'cof.,. E', - a,Tr(e) - be. - i..Ji.b'f.,. 
< E;3 1 0 0 i.[ib'"e. a'"Tr(e) i.[2b'e. Eo - a',Tr(e) 
where c i s  the strain tensor and CU= (cil - c.l) / 3 ; a, ( a', ) is the intraband hydrostatic deformation 
potential for the heavy-hole and l ight-hole states (the split-off states); acv is the interband 
hydrostatic deformation potential coupling the heavy-hole states £,2 (light-hole states ��I )  to the 
conduction states Ed ( Eel ); a'" i s  the interband hydrostatic deformation potential coupling the 
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split-off states Ji,) to the conduction states Ed , b, (respectively, be ) describes the l inear splitting 
of the valence 1 £'.1 > and 1 £:1 > states or the conduction I Eel > and I Ee2 > states respectively); 
within the tight-binding model: b = b, = - be ; b '  is related to the mixing of I E�I > with I E:3 > in 
the VB and of 1 £;1 > with I Ec3 > i n  the CB .  b", describes the upper-conduction-valence mixing 
of I E,:1 > with I E;1 > states and b'" is related to the upper-conduction-valence mixing of 
I E'�1 > with I Ee3 > . We also recall that the eigen-energies of the pure bulk lattice are given by : 
E = E = E' = E' + �' 0 cI ..... c2 C 'l 
EQ  - 2A. + EC - 2A. 1 � 
E• - E' = p • p < + - (EQ - 2A. E C  + 2A. )2 + 4V 2 d - J. 2 2 . P Q I' e .a 
where E; , E; , A.. , A.c ,  and V ..... are the tight-binding parameters shown i n  table 3 . 1 .  The intraband 
and interband deformation potentials for both CdTe and Zn Te are summarized in table 3 . 4  and 
they are due to the work by reference [2 1 ] . 
Table-3.4 I ntraband and interband hydrostatic and uniaxial deformation potentials (in e V) for 
both CdTe and Zn Te, due to reference [ 2 1 ] .  
Compound a" a '  acv a '  b b '  bcv b'  v cv cv 
CdTe 1 . 1 0 0.93 2 . 1 6  2 .22 - 1 . 20 - 1 . 1 3  -2.47 -2 .5 1 
ZnTe 1 . 30 1 . 1 3 3 . 3 7  3 . 43 - 1 . 20 - 1 . 1 2 -3 . 1 1  -3 . 1 4 
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